Total Hip Prosthesis in Dakar and Forensic Implication
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Abstract

The total hip prosthesis is the ultimate treatment of the hip joint’s wear. It is a delicate surgery and the most common replacements. This study was performed in the Orthopaedic-Traumatology Department of Public Health Establishment of Aristide Le Dantec in Dakar. It aimed to determine the complications of our total hip and highlight their forensic implications. This is a retrospective study from patients collected from January 2000 up to December 2010. The collection of elements records was performed for each patient, based on a file including age, sex, primary-location’s etiology, and types of complications of total hip prostheses. The analysis of these complications has shown that infections, poorly lit information, poor operational planning and technical foul may be the main cause of a forensic implication. This is a retrospective study from patients collected from January 2000 up to December 2010. No lawsuit has been recorded for the complications identified in this work. This is due to the belief in fate, ignorance of the victims and solidarity of the medical profession, the high cost and slow pace of judicial proceedings. The diagnosis of total hip prosthesis complications is mainly based on imaging tests. The absence of scintigraphy in our center remains a limit to the early diagnosis of multiple complications and the proper establishment of the epidemiological profile of these lesions. Taking consciences patients of their rights encourages a legitimate requirement repair the harm inflicted.
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1. Introduction

Arthroplasty is a major procedure in Orthopedics. It has become common
thanks to a set of specifications implants and a rigorous implementation protocol. Notwithstanding this, complications may occur due to technical faults. The objective of the implantation of a total hip replacement is to get a mobile, stable and painless hip. Therefore, all results deviating from these three objectives can be considered as a precocious or late failure.

In Senegal, the implantation of total hip prostheses restarted in the late 90s, further to primo-implantations in the 70s.

We are currently facing a substantial increase in medical malpractice suits due to the fact that justice considers that there are postoperative complications, and medical errors which occur and the victims or their relatives are allowed to seek for reparation.

The purpose of our study is to determine the complications of our total hip replacement and highlight their medico-legal implications.

2. Methodology

2.1. Study Location

Our study was conducted in the Orthopaedic-Traumatology Department of Public Health at Aristide Le Dantec in Dakar.

2.2. Study Type

This is a retrospective study collected from patient records from January 2000 to December 2010.

2.3. Study Population

This includes all patients who were received and monitored in the department for a total hip arthroplasty during this period and who experienced postoperative complications. We excluded from this study the records of patients who did not have complications and the deceased or patients that we have lost track of.

2.4. File Analysis Methodology

The collection of data for each patient was retrieved from a file that provided age, sex, etiology of primary-location and types of complications of total hip prostheses.

2.5. Ethical Considerations

All the data were collected from patient records and then recorded on an Excel form for analysis using the software: SSPI.

3. Results

We collected 116 total hip arthroplasty files between January 2000 and December 2010.

3.1. Age-Sex

The average age was 50 years with extremes of 27 and 67 years. There were 8
male patients and a sex ratio of 1.3.

3.2. Etiology

The most common etiology was secondary osteoarthritis (64%) followed by primary hip OA 34%.

3.3. Complications

14 cases i.e. 12% presented postoperative complications. They were distributed in 7 precocious cases and 7 early cases. Precocious failures were dominated by posterior dislocations (22%) followed by infections and loosening associated with dislocations (7%).

The complications encountered were:
- **Infections**: 6 sepsises were observed.
- **Instability**: 5 patients had one or more episodes of precocious dislocation. For 3 patients the dislocation was attributed to a vertical mounting of the acetabulum from a radiological viewpoint.
- **Loosening**: the analysis of radiographs of the pelvis and the hip allowed to find 7 cases of acetabular.

3.4. Other Complications

- **Bruising**: 3 cases of precocious postoperative hematoma were noted.
- **Neurological damage**: 1 right-sided nerve damage was found in a patient operated on both hips.

Any judicial proceeding wasn’t noted in the complications registered during the work.

4. Discussion

The presence of failure’s factors in our total hip replacement leads us to consider medico-legal implications. Most of the time the surgeon’s medical liability is put at stake, along with matrimonial and patrimonial prejudices. In order for the surgeon to be held liable, a mistake must have been committed, or some damage results from the surgery, and the cause that links the two be proven.

By doing an analysis of hip replacement complications, the following aspects may be the subject of a forensic implication:

4.1. Nosocomial Infections

This infection is the most feared complication after a total hip replacement. According to series, it occurs between 0.5% and 3% of cases [1].

These infections are favored by precarious asepsis conditions in our operating rooms with the absence of laminar flow, the lack of use of gowns and disposable sheets. Indeed, our gowns and drapes are often sterilized in autoclaves. Very often, we do not have the necessary instruments for the validation and routine control of sterilization cycles (physico-chemical indicators of permanent and periodic control).
The prognosis depends on the type of germs but also on other factors such as the importance of bone destruction or the general condition of the patient. The results are analyzed mechanically as well as from infective agents.

The diagnosis context also varies between precocious infection, late infection or septic loosening [2] [3] [4].

On the medico-legal level, the notion of nosocomial infection is extended to all general care activities wherever the place. In the approach of nosocomial infection, institutions are required by a performance security bond. The presumption of blame or fault included led to the duty of safety result [5]. Since the judgment of the French Court of Appeal on June 29th 1999, it is the defendant’s responsibility to prove that he does not have anything to do with the cause of the incident. For some judges, diagnosis delay is considered as a loss of opportunity, and thereby engages the surgeon’s responsibility. This concept of delayed diagnosis is systematically invoked for infectious complications [6] [7] [8].

In our series, 60% of dislocations are due to poor orientation of the wells. The case of instability occurred in the first four weeks. Therefore, we consider them as early dislocations. However, opinions differ on the time when the first dislocation occur and its early qualification. For some authors Anhfelt et al., Clohisy et al., it must occur within the first five postoperative weeks [9] [10], while for others, it is in the first three months [11] [12] [13]. The circumstances of the dislocation can be traumatic or positional.

In our series, the offending surgical factors are the orientation of the implants and the experience of the practitioner.

Factors related to surgeons allow them to assess centers of excellence in the field. In our series, the postero-external surgical approach was used for all patients. The anterolateral tract trans-muscular are described as less critical from the point of view of stability [14], while the postero-external approach is often implicated in the higher dislocation rate [15] [16].

However, there is much controversy over the choice of surgical approach. The best is the one that the operator masters most.

The orientation of the implants is a critical element. Clinical series studying the subject provide contradictory information. Furthermore, the diversity of experiences shows that there is a probable adaptation of implant positioning according to the anatomy encountered. All these combinations of orientation from one patient to another and from one prosthesis to another, further complicated by the positioning of the femoral component, shows very significantly the role of the surgeon and, the interest of surgical navigation. Unfortunately, the latter does not exist in Senegal. In this context the surgeon may be held liable in the following situations.

4.2. For Default of Information towards the Patient

In our context, patients are not well informed before surgery. The strong belief in fate is such that Patients are not interested in complications that may occur with the outcome of a medico-surgical performance. Thus, surgeons do not take
enough time to give clear information. The notion of not taking the opportunity to clearly inform and give consent is a means of compensation in the absence of fault, error, or failure of the practitioner. It is up to the practitioner to bring any evidence or presumptive evidence that he has fulfilled his duty to inform. The number of pre-operative consultations, the reflection period between the proposal of intervention and the implementation of the latter are all participatory elements in the establishment of proof or presumption of well-managed information.

One should be reminded that the medical staffs have to cover all serious risks even if they are rare [17].

Total hip replacement is a procedure that can be described as difficult and random. It presents risks that are known but it is obviously difficult to quantify the frequency given the diversity of operating conditions especially in our developing countries.

The information must be accurate and of great quality. One has to take his/her time and weigh his/her words. Insufficient information of the patient before and after surgery is the most common reason for remedies for postoperative complications. Unclear explanations and sometimes omitted ones from the patient or his family by a surgeon who is overwhelmed and in a hurry are increasingly presented. In this situation, the complaints are always the same “we want to know what happened” [7] [8].

This misinformation is an open door to abuses in which families are hiding to claim damages or repairs.

4.3. For Poor Operative Planning

The operative planning is an essential step. The first phase is to get correct Frontal X-ray as well as profile (femoral curvature) with a known enlargement (normally 1.15), and a confirmation of lesions by CT scan images. Going in an operation, with poor quality shots without prior knowledge of the state of the patient’s hip bone can be considered as a fault and not simple negligence. The management of a total hip prosthesis requires good preparation of the operative strategy with an experienced and multidisciplinary team. The fault indication is often the result of improper surgical indications due to insufficient or somewhat lack of surprising examination before the surgical procedure. Planning the strategy of a total hip replacement is a necessity to avoid medico-surgical problems.

4.4. For a Technical Fault

The experience of the surgeon is a logical factor because the orientation combination between the components is multiple and varies from one patient to another. In other words, the more the practitioner is faced with the choice of the orientation of the implants, the better they will know their tools and their surgery will improve with time.
Our cases especially acetabular loosening represents 50% of the complications of our arthroplasty.

A tool can only break in case of excessive stress or manufacturing defect. Three actors are involved in this tool failure:

- The surgeon or the hospital. The latter must meet the operating indication, the choice of the implant, the quality of implantation as well as postoperative decisions to develop load on the material.

The hospital has borne the provision in times of the material requested by the surgeon.

- The supplier of the material and or the manufacturer shall make available to the surgeon the material and provide its physical and mechanical characteristics, indications and cons-indications or limitations, the technical installation. The manufacturer must inform users of the risks and limitations of the material.

- The patient must be subject to explicit recommendations to avoid requests going above the material specifications.

In our context, the implants used are supplied by suppliers per unit. Therefore, during the operation, the surgeon is too limited because any false estimation of the dimensions of the implants before the surgical procedure is likely to create delays.

Prosthetic implants are manufactured parts whose quality has evolved over time. Manufacturers have exceeded the artisanal stage and they have turned to industrial manufacturing. Thus, to avoid the repetition of accidents, regulations have been developed with the sole aim to reduce the risks and protect patients. Every effort is made to ensure that the results which the patient gains from the operation outweigh the risks. “Materiovigilance” is defined as a monitoring of incidents or risks of incidents that may result from the use of medical devices after being placed on the market. It is mandatory and comes along with the obligation already made to the manufacturer [18].

Its aim:

- To prevent the risks associated with the use of medical devices;
- Identify and evaluate unexpected risks;
- Decide on actions to be taken.

The notification procedure of the “Materiovigilance” is intended to provide better protection for patients through prevention. It indirectly constitutes the surgeon’s protection in case of forensic disaster induced by a material failure.

The context in which we receive the total hip replacement implants does not allow us to follow the “Materiovigilance”. The implants received are not listed in a register. Therefore, monitoring remains very difficult.

In technical fault, we found in our series indisputable negligence (hemostasis default, sciatic nerve ligation).

The shortcomings of postoperative follow-up result from an excess of confidence, sometimes of gross negligence (an operating aid that ends the interven-
tion), and often the sheer lack of the surgeon to monitor (on vacation or at a seminar). These circumstances are often poorly perceived by the judge, and regardless of the quality of the replacement.

Besides medical imaging examinations dominate in diagnosing complications of total hip prostheses. However, the results of morphological imaging modalities are generally less precocious compared to those of radioisotope technics, with good sensitivity but low specificity (Figure 1) [19].

All the same in our context the CT scan allows us to perform a thorough assessment of lesions thanks to its anatomical resolution (Figure 2) [20].

To this end the absence in our center of an osteoarticular scintigraphy causes a risk assessment in the frequency of complications. There is a need to improve the technical level, to rehabilitate management algorithms and redefine the epidemiological profile of complications of total hip prostheses.

5. Conclusions

Total hip replacement is a major surgery. It requires the establishment of a strict protocol for anesthetic as well as surgical in the different stages of patient care: pre, per and postoperative.

Our study has helped us highlight the complications of hip replacements. The analysis of these different complications shows that infections, poorly given information, poor planning and operative technical fault may be causing a medico-legal implication.

Multiple scientific advances in the medical field influence the minds of patients to feel of absolute security where failure is considered a foul. In the field of medical or surgical technique, we learn and we move through our practice, our failures, and our complications. The medico-legal implications should not be an exception to our thought process.

Figure 1. Bone scintigraphy: septic loosening (Ref: Sutter B, Cazenave A. What expects orthopedic surgeon from bone scan. Médecine Nucléaire-Imagerie fonctionnelle et métabolique. 2003, 27 (11)).
Thus, to avoid the complications of PTH, should we not acquire a quality approach? This will involve going through an improvement of the technical platform with access to scan for early diagnosis of complications especially the loosening and infection to avoid litigation.
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